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A b s t r ac t
Aim: The aim of the study was to develop a method which can help us achieve precise and accurate direct bonding (DB).
Background: Proper and accurate bracket position during orthodontic bonding is one of the main concerns for the clinician. Proper bonding
reduces the effort to achieve good finishing by minimizing the wire bending. Unwanted tooth movements like unplanned tip, torque, and rotation
are minimized, so the treatment time is shortened. Commonly used techniques for bonding brackets to teeth are DB and indirect bonding (IDB).
Technique: A new technique involving the innovative use of tooth-shaped stickers was suggested to combine the advantages of both the methods.
Conclusion: There was an accuracy in horizontal, vertical, and axial positioning of the brackets using this method.
Clinical significance: We found this as an effective method to achieve ideal bracket position by eliminating subjective bias and standardizing
the bonding procedure, thus achieving better results in a shorter time by eliminating bonding errors.
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B ac kg r o u n d
Proper and accurate bracket position during orthodontic bonding
is one of the main concerns for the clinicians. Proper bonding
reduces the effort to achieve good finishing by minimizing the wire
bending. Unwanted tooth movements like unplanned tip, torque,
and rotation are minimized and so treatment time is shortened.
Many studies have compared the two main techniques used for
bonding, direct bonding (DB) and indirect bonding (IDB), and have
found no significant difference between the two.1
DB is more commonly used as IDB has a few disadvantages,
namely more laboratory time required, more steps involved so more
chances of error, steep learning curve, difficulty in visualization of
bracket placement, difficulty in removing excessive flash, and not
easy to give proper pressure, so chances of voids and bond failure.
However, DB is not without its own set of challenges and studies
have found inaccuracies in bracket positions despite the operator’s
skill and also because of difficulty in accessing the posterior teeth.2

Technique
A simple method was devised to achieve ideal bracket position
with DB.
The bracket base was measured (Dentaurum equilibrium
brackets), and cutouts were made of that size for each bracket.
A basic stencil of tooth anatomy was used, and the cutouts for
brackets were placed at a precise location using AutoCAD® software,
according to the McLaughlin–Bennett–Trevisi (MBT) bracket
placement chart. The size of the stencil was adjusted to get five tooth
sizes, namely extralarge, large, medium, small, and extrasmall (Fig. 1).
This stencil was then scanned and printed on a plastic sticker
sheet and laser cut.*
Teeth were prepared for bonding, and after etching, the
stickers were placed on the tooth such that the occlusal edges
match (Fig. 2A). The sticker series which closely matched the tooth
*

Laser Pro Spirit Machine
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size was chosen. Now, primer was applied to the cutouts, and the
brackets were bonded (Fig. 2B). Tooth stickers were then peeled
off and any remaining part adhering to the brackets was removed
using a scaler (Fig. 2C).

R e s u lts
When the bracket position was checked using a digital caliper, it
was found that there was an accuracy in horizontal, vertical, and
axial positioning of the brackets.

Discussion
To get the full advantage of the preadjusted appliance, it is
necessary to have proper and accurate bonding of the brackets.
Precise bonding may lead to a greater treatment efficiency and
shorter treatment times. Both the commonly used methods
of bonding, DB and IDB, have their own set of advantages and
disadvantages. DB technique is more routinely used at present.
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An Aid to Precise Bonding

Fig. 1: AutoCAD drawing of tooth series in five sizes with bracket cutouts

Studies comparing DB with IDB concluded that DB had fewer bond
failures, allowed easier flash removal, and the brackets were more
closely fitted to the tooth surface with fewer voids. 3 However,
this technique depends on the operator’s skill for precise bracket
placement. Studies conducted to determine the accuracy of bracket
placement with the direct bonded technique found a mean of
0.34 mm for the vertical discrepancies and a mean of 5.54° for the

angular discrepancies.2 In spite of using Boone’s gauge, clinicians
were prone to making mistakes during bracket placements.4
Though techniques involving the use of digital methods such as
rapid prototyping and stereolithography are now available, they
are not routinely accepted and are still in the future.
Thus, currently, there is no method that can give the advantage
of a high degree of precision in bracket angulations and positions
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An Aid to Precise Bonding

Figs 2A to C: (A) Stickers placed on tooth; (B) Bracket bonding in the cutouts; and (C) Stickers removed

along with ease of use, easy flash removal, and even pressure to
achieve good contact between bracket base and tooth.
A simple method was devised in our clinic to overcome these
problems. We found that this technique, involving the use of tooth
stickers, solved many of the problems inherent in both DB and IBD
techniques.

•

C o n c lu s i o n

References

Ideal bracket position can be achieved by eliminating subjective
bias and standardizing the bonding procedure, using this efficient
and effective technique. This method could be one more tool
that can be added to a clinician’s armamentarium for bonding
procedures.

Clinical Significance
We found the following advantages in this technique:
•
•

Precise placement of brackets, even to 0.25-mm accuracy
without the use of bracket positioning gauges or IDB trays.
Easy visualization while placing the brackets.
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•
•
•
•

Easy to apply even pressure to avoid voids in bonding material
which can lead to bond failures.
Bonding can be done by auxiliary personnel as the bracket
position is well defined.
Easier to remove excessive adhesive flash.
Deeper or flatter smile curve can be customized.
Cost-effective with a minimal learning curve.
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